
TTF, NBP activity flags as far-curve 
trade dips in December

Liquidity at the Dutch TTF and British NBP hubs 
decreased in December, as gas trading was disrupted 
by the festive break.

In the Netherlands, a 16-month low total of 1,273TWh 
was traded at the TTF in December, representing a 
4% year-on-year drop. Across the calendar year, 
however, the volume traded at the TTF was up by 
more than a third at 20,527TWh.

In Britain, NBP volumes hit a three-year low 808TWh, 
representing a 28% drop compared to December 
2015. Trade across 2016 was down just 2% compared 
to 2015 at 16,457TWh.

In 2016, the TTF recorded 4,080TWh more trade than 
the NBP having overtaken the British hub in the past 
18 months to become Europe’s biggest hub by traded 
volume. In 2015, 1,785TWh more trade was recorded 
at the NBP than the TTF.

creating greater urgency among gas market participants 
to adjust far-curve positions. The oil price was far more 
stable through December 2016, however, with less of a 
spike in trade on the TTF far curve as a result. Over the 
whole year, trade of TTF calendar year contracts surged 
by 36% compared to 2015.

The front quarter, season and BOM contracts bucked 
the trend in December 2016 with more trade recorded 
than in 2015. This was likely due to supply uncertainty 
for the first quarter and next summer stemming from 
French nuclear power generation issues and the Rough 
storage outage.

Exchange trade at the TTF grew by 14% year on year in 
December 2016 to 329TWh, helping to partially offset 
the overall drop in trade. The ICE Endex bourse 
accounted for around 77% of exchange trade, with 23% 
dealt via the PEGAS exchange. On the ICE Endex 
bourse, increased trade was recorded on all contracts, 
but monthly and quarterly delivery products in particular.

NBP

OTC trade at the NBP fell 38% year on year to 347TWh 
in December 2016, accounting for 43% of the monthly 
total.

The drop was driven by reduced trade of the front 
month, the front season and longer-dated seasonal 
delivery contracts, while small drops were also recorded 
on most other products.

Exchange trade was more robust, but still fell by 18% 
compared to 2015. Practically all of the 462TWh total 
was dealt through the ICE exchange. Trade of quarterly 
and annual delivery contracts via the ICE edged higher, 
while trade of monthly delivery contracts dipped lower 
with the biggest drop recorded on the NBP seasons. 
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MARKET HIGHLIGHT

TTF

In the over-the-counter (OTC) market, TTF trade fell 
9% year on year to 944TWh, accounting for 74% of 
the total volume dealt at the hub.

The drop was largely driven by reduced trade of the 
calendar year contracts, with small drops on most 
other prompt and curve products also factoring. The 
price of oil declined rapidly at the end of 2015
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Request a FREE sample report

This market update is part of the ICIS European Spot Gas Markets (ESGM) daily 
report which provides you with the latest prices, news and expert analysis on 
the current day’s trading. This comprehensive service is essential for industry 
participants, offering insights into key gas hubs, as well as a holistic view of 
regional conditions and the market outlook.

With two decades of expertise in price reporting for natural gas, the ESGM is the 
most widely used report, with Heren indices and price assessments being used as a 
benchmark for decades.

We publish independent price assessments and Heren indices for the British NBP, 
Dutch TTF, German NCG and GASPOOL, Belgian Zeebrugge and ZTP, French 
PEG Nord and TRS, Italian PSV, Austrian VTP, Czech VTP, Spanish PVB, Slovak 
VTP and Turkey markets.

Stay informed on the European spot gas markets

Request a FREE sample report

Other essential resources from ICIS include:

Request a FREE sample report

European Gas Markets
This report provides a fortnightly roundup of the latest prices and developments in Europe’s 
natural gas markets. With comprehensive insights into hot topics and issues shaping the 
industry, and a strong focus on supplier countries and routes, it’s a must-read for market 
participants wanting to stay ahead of their competitors.

Continental Gas Snapshot
The daily digest of the European gas market helps you stay ahead of the latest prices and 
developments in key European gas markets. With price assessments and Heren indices for 
the Dutch TTF and Belgian Zeebrugge hubs, as well as expert commentary on market drivers 
across Europe, it’s an essential read for international gas players and analysts.

http://www.icis.com/energy/gas/europe/european-spot-gas-markets/?cmpid=EMP|ENER|CHHNT-2016-0807-EURO-esgm_market_highlights|sample_report&sfid=701w0000001JwQ6
http://www.icis.com/energy/gas/europe/european-gas-markets/?cmpid=EMP|ENER|CHHNT-2016-0807-EURO-egm_market_highlights|sample_report&sfid=701w0000001JwQB
http://www.icis.com/energy/channel-info-about/continental-gas-snapshot/?cmpid=EMP|ENER|CHHNT-2016-0807-EURO-cgs_market_highlights|sample_report&sfid=701w0000001JwQa



